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Workshop Title:  Protecting Greenhouses through weather challenges 
 
Speakers & their titles:   
Norm Eyenraam ... Multi Shelters Solutions 
Paul Bourque...      Optimal Greenhouses 
Tim Livingstone...   Strawberry Hill Farm 
Vincent Dieras...      Halifax seed  
 
 
Executive Summary : This was a  question and answer session. 
 
Notes : 
Norm spoke on greenhouses suggesting we learn how to hang on to it !  More 
anchors are good but high and low profile houses need due consideration for 
example shedding  snow with high profile greenhouses. Ask yourself, what are 
you dealing with and what are you trying to accomplish. Wind is always in the 
conversation. Moveable greenhouses are always in the discussion now. Each is 
specific to the applications and each with challenges and mishaps. Make sure 
your assumptions are not truths..ask alot of questions...learn...take time...Ex 
customer...had a problem..with pics...I wish i'd known about that detail  
 
Tim  I love what i do~ lots of reasons why i do ..think about : 
where is the snow going ?  
Snow dumps on the rightof my greenhouse.  and snow goes rt up the side, i use 
my snowblower to move the snow , allowing sunlight in...i am always thinking get 
snow away.if you can, so get it in a great sot 
anchors...GGS house in slide. 6 by 6 cedar baseboard all around. Anchored with 
rebar all around. I like that plastic comes down over and out..water drains away !! 
doggie anchors need to go deep. 
Make sure there is room...this house has a light base ,I use aluminu peice in with 
a rod, pull back sideways, cable  , unhock move it, 70 feet tall,  
My broiler houses, i need to pull them with a tractor...later ,STORM COMING,  i 
anchored other houses and so very impt ot anchor~ 
 
Vincent..wind..always oreoare for the worst scenario, and check wind braces, 
close evrything....and check around for things that might take flight and cut the 
plastic. Check nuts and bolts,(a must for structual strength) Wind must have no 
chance to go under the gr house. . Tell supplier everything about your needs to 
get what you actually need. 
 
Paul..most use  wirelock to hold poly to hold thier grhouses . Somwtimes a 2nd 
wire inthe channel works fine., Teflon coated so adds to holding power. Pound in, 
short tube(concrete , and foundation with a flat plate legged to wood or 
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concerete, Soutions to your ground situation can be found. Holding ..deadman, 
dig a hole,  
Snow : structues are rated for snow and wind hold ..downward and sideward 
force. Coldframe is 5lbs per sq ft. Most ignore this ...covering = collapse ,  
20 lbs per sq ft for grhousese, and you can get stronger or W trusses for extra 
protection. Wether keeps happening, getting worse, high winds, and more snow,  
Q  Two GH,  one db and one triple, sides,  
 
A securing the sides, every 20 ft, cut the nylon cord,  
 
 
Q...Quality of plastic ??has it changed. 
same plasticfor years,,wirelock in and out over time, causes stress. Plastic 
attached via lass system...problematic, so  
Q..Wirelock the base of my gh..and holes...i now buy covered wire..see that the 
wire is not sliding , work it so that there is no wiggle. Also, put up a windblock to 
prevent wind wiggle. You can buy a cover for each conner.  
Q..How long can we expect our cover to last.. 
A 6 mlle is good for 4 years, and we encourage changeout, as light transmission 
goes down, 80, 75, 65, Stretch too.  
light transmission... 
single poly..life is 2-3 will move  
db polly 4-5 years as inside sheet is pinned and does not move.  
 
Movement shortens lifespan of plastic...tight and direction of wind.. 
Q economic sense..to go with another coverage... ?? 
A...north wall could be a solid wall ..even concrete ,,east/ west run...caught 
thermal rays...(Tim speaking of Alberta exp) 
more mass under one roof, shading, pulling shades at night, lots of thermal 
options.. also, acrylic or poluycarbonate (2.00 per) are options I have seen dbl 
poly on the roof and polycarbonate on the sides.. 
tim..bedding plants..1 million per acre … 
when looking for a grhouse, give info about crops, and budget, and then 
designing happens, 2.00 per sq foot to 400 poer sq ft. Kent bldg supplies..45$ 
per sq foot. 40-55 lbs per sq fot.  
Q i ask,  are ua worrier. ? Go with polycarbonate cover becomes a small 
investment for peace of mind.  
Q..covering insdie besds with grh poly ..lie on plants or off plants 
A...grhouse within a grhouse, hoop within the grhouse, Hank Lummer, did this... 
A tunnel within the gh, gives reduces light, so it becomes a balancing act.  
Q..i use plastic cover on the ground..ther eis a balance, I try to have a small  
cavity where the plant is with coversasclose ti theplant and its purpose to keep  
Q..underground GH ?  
I have designed two..6.5 ft ht and you go down into,,need good drainage and 
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need to be able to dig...low mainetenanc and all glass with / Alpine GH, 14 
ininthickness,used mostly for alpine plants. 
Q...Repairing plastic ??is there a better way.  
A...tuct tape GH version...do it on a dry day, inside always wet, dry well, and 
clean surface. Key, repair in fall...inspection is critiical in spring in fall. Take tape 
crossways, almost like stictches,and then tape inside and outside,with big cuts. 
Repair tape comes in 2 , 4 and 6 in width.  
 


